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WORLD WATER DAY (Mar/22/16)!

THE MOSLET
The Revolutionary Earth Toilet With Potential To Zap The Crap
And Redeem The Foul Stream Bringing Back It's Glow And Gleam!
This year prior and essential to World Water Day, a RADICAL TOILET DESIGN has been
developed, which has potential to zap the crap and stop the slop in water resources about our world, and
to bring much related disease to it's knees! The inventor is freely sharing his development, stating that
one thousand agonized children die DAILY because of a lack of clean water and needless pollution,
while a billion live in tragic filth, giving moral reason to generously seek to zap the crap and to stop the
slop. It's a INDOOR or outdoor toilet, which requires almost no water, and is so simple that it embodies
little more than 2 or 3 buckets, and when mass produced should reflect the price of the same. Being
designed to also allow very compact mass shipping, the inventor estimates it can be manufactured and
shipped around the world for $25.00.
Various editions of the MOSLET have been tested INDOORS for four years, clearly proving it's
effectiveness. Even further this toilet, with an optional blower which ONLY needs turned on while in
use, has been placed in a kitchen area for three weeks to make it clear, this toilet can be odor free
without WATER and chemicals! With a blower as such this earth toilet certainly is more odor free and
kitchen friendly than a typical flush toilet. The inventor says benevolent organizations who are seeking
to eradicate polluted streams, disease, and famine, here have the unusual opportunity to dive into a toilet
and come out smelling like a rose because of the toilet's fragrant and earth changing potential. He hopes
the Gates Foundation, who has been seeking simple toilet solutions for those in poverty, will be greatly
benefited and assisted by the toilet, as well as many other benevolent humanitarian organizations.
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The inventor says just a little soil is an amazing zapper, in this unique crapper (toilet). A toilet
which firstly diverts the urine, and then zaps the feces with soil within a quite small cavity, which
amazingly stops odor! Such a zap of the crap (and odor), when reinforced with the toilet's unique
isolation gate, which additionally blocks the feces, makes the toilet so odor free it can very practically be
used indoors! Further the feces and soil mix when removed, not only is relatively odor free, but is also
quite dry and easy to deal with. It is easy to safely contain till composted and no longer a hazard to
water sources. Even further, the urine from this toilet is quite harmless even if not ideally controlled, as
it is instantly diverted and being uninfected with the feces is largely sterile. Rather uninfected urine is a
safe and excellent soil nutrient. For odor free INDOOR use, this toilet requires only one gallon of water
per month, a gallon of bleach in five years, and only one to two cups of soil after defecations. Even
further, in approximately a year, the same soil can be reused, as then sufficiently regenerated to zap the
crap again! Thus this toilet is very sustainable as well as attainable, while if managed wisely is also
almost as convenient as a flush toilet to use. Thus it provides great opportunity to prevent pollution and
related disease in third world countries, as well as in times of great crises in developed countries.
The inventor began the project after Google advertized for ideas that would help the most people
and has continued working on it for six years, resulting in a system which the inventor says greatly
exceeded what he ever imagined, and which puts greatly needed wheels to basic sanitation. The toilet
has been called the MOSLET, being named after Moses and his basic sanitation instructions, which it
follows in a very efficient and convenient manner (Deu 23:13). The inventor hopes the MOSLET
design will quickly be shared around the world and will soon reach the billion who most greatly need it.
For more and vital information on the MOSLET please visit www.ShareTheMoslet.com. The inventor
concludes saying. "Please share if you care and help people everywhere, as the things here spoke are not
a joke, but can improve the life of many poor folk."

